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BEDS VMCC NEWS
KEEPING YOU INFORMED DURING LOCK-DOWN

Billy Wells mounts his 5hp Vindec and sets off from the White Horse, Hockliffe on the 1906 MCC Passenger Trial (see page 4 for full report)

Are we nearly there yet?
EDITORIAL
A year ago this Sunday, I took the Thunderbird out for one last pleasure ride before the first lockdown came into force. Over the following 6½ weeks
I managed a total of just 61 miles, divided between the local pharmacy and farm-shop. As things stand at the moment, this Sunday should be pretty
much the opposite – the last day before the current lockdown ends and we can, once again, ride simply for pleasure. Fingers crossed, the “data” allows
the government to stick to this date. Then, two weeks later, cafés and pubs should be open again for outdoor service and things will slowly start to get
head back to something like they were “before”. Except, I fear, demand may overwhelm some popular venues. I hear that the “Super Sausage” is going
to wait until the further easing of restrictions in May to re-open, for fear they will be over-run if they open up again at the first opportunity.
I couldn’t resist putting the picture above on the front cover; it captures so much of life over a century ago: the fact you could stand in the middle of
Watling Street, now the A5, without getting run over; the inevitable inquisitive schoolboys and dog; the frightfully well-dressed lady in Mr Wells’
trailer; the young girl in the garden wondering what all the fuss is about; the dust-excluding garb of the chaps by the second tricar; and the lad in the
apron possibly bringing a “stirrup cup” to the occupants of the horse and trap. Incidentally, the start venue, the late 17th century former White Horse
Inn, is a still there although no longer a hostelry. It lies on the east side of the road, just south of the traffic light junction, almost opposite the White
Hart “Harvester” pub. Out of interest, just a couple of hundred yards further south, on the same side, there is once again a motorcycle shop.
Many thanks to this issue’s contributors: Gordon, Norm, Robin and Will. Please keep the contributions coming; there’s still a few more issues to go
yet. The next issue will be April 1st – it would be good to have some articles appropriate to that date.
Bryan
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Beds Section News
VIRTUAL QUIZ NIGHT
The provisional results are in – you’ll find them on the last page. I’m
rather surprised that only ten people have given it a go although some
seem to have had a look and, presumably, ran away in fright. You’ll see
from the results that all the entries are anonymous so there’s no risk of
embarrassment. I was No. 1041 and if I can get 24 right answers, it can’t
be as tough as you might fear – or I’m a good guesser! I’m sure those
who have given it a go will agree that it was a great success and a
wonderful demonstration of Will’s computer wizardry.
The quiz is still active so no excuses, please give it a go before the
answers and final results come out in a week’s time.
www.wcurry.co.uk/vmccbeds/quiz_night/intro.php

MIDWEEK RUNS
Too early to tell whether the March 29th partial lifting of restrictions will
go ahead but, on the assumption they will, the first midweek run of the
year will take place on Thursday morning, April 1st. The rule-of-six will
apply, and the run will stay fairly local. If you would like to join in
please contact me on bryan.marsh@btinternet.com or by phone on
07309 731191 or 01525 877585 for details of the start location. We can
run more than one group if there is sufficient interest.

CLUB NIGHTS
As mentioned last week, the first normal club night should be the July
Car Park Concours.

WAYPOINT RALLY – BEDS LOCATION
Only a couple of suggestions so far for a Way Point in our area:
• Dunstable Downs
• Jordans Mill
Both these meet the basic requirements, i.e. worthy of visiting on a
motorcycle, a rural or semi-rural location, easily found on Google Maps
and motorcycles arriving at the point can stop out of the flow of traffic.
The only reservation I have is the uncertainty of free motorcycle parking
at the Dunstable Downs Visitor Centre. This is generally assumed to be
the case but there is nothing there to confirm that, so visitors may be
scared off by the thought of a £3.50 (yes, really) charge or a fine.
Shuttleworth would have been another possibility but, unless anyone
knows differently, it is not clear if the café will re-open to the public in
the way it was before lockdown.
So, unless I get any other suggestions in the next few days, I suggest
that Jordans Mill is put forward.

Wanted
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Historical Beds Section Notes
September 1981
The AGM was held in July and the committee re-elected [nothing
changes], i.e. Hoppy Hopkins (Secretary), Bernard Ruff (Chairman),
Roger Mills (Treasurer), plus Bob Ashby, Geoff Davis, John Butcher,
Geoff Richardson as committee members. [Geoffrey Richardson]
November 1981
Thanks to all those who helped with or rode on the Bendish Run. Even
moving fallen trees blown down by gales the day before had to be
tackled. Hoppy (now known as King of the Big Macs) has forsaken his
hot dog stall to organise a film show… Congratulations to Steve
Lindsell for his Manx GP debut. I hear of increasing interest in vintage
trials in the Section. If enough support can be shown we will organise
one. [Geoff Richardson]
April 1982
The Section Bring and Buy Sale will be held at The Crown on the Mat
Club Night. Please start digging for those goodies from under the bench.
Any visitors from neighbouring Sections will be welcomed. [“Hoppy”]
August 1982
June saw the AGM and with regret both Rodger Mills and Bobby Ashby
stepped down. Frank Stafford and yours truly being voted in. Lengthy
discussion followed on future objectives and it was decided to attempt
more informal runs and for the next six months hold two Club Nights at
the Crown, Henlow, with a short item of interest on the traditional night.
[Geoff Hobbs – Geoff seems to have taken up the position of scribe and
all the frequency of the notes increased to almost every month]
September 1982
…great to see Hoppy Hopkins home on oldest machine at Banbury and
other members placed and gaining awards. …it looks as if the two
meetings a month development is a success with a large number of
machines being ridden to The Crown at Henlow.
October 1982
The last Club Night in August went well. Hoppy Hopkins recounted his
rides with the 1897 Beeston Trike. On the London Run his big problem
was running out of space at traffic lights, he attempted to cruise up to
them but others overtook, cut in and used up his “braking distance”.
Result – a “hand-brake halt” with Hoppy sliding uncomfortably along
the tank top.
December 1982
The tyre changing test showed that most of us would get very wet and
cold should we ever need to change a tyre on a rainy night. Although
the best time was 1 minute 35 seconds.
January 1983
Club Night, 12th January, we are invited by the Velo Club to films, 8
o’clock, Village Hall, Husborne Crawley. …the 25 year rule has not
been settled despite gallons of beer consumed on the subject.
July 1983
The BMF Rally Display was a great success despite the rain. Our thanks
to “Hoppy” Hopkins who organised it singlehanded and to the trusty
band of folks who lent machines, props and turned out on the day.
[Geoff Hobbs]
August 1983
It was nice to see the Section so active at Banbury with both riders in
the event and many others on the route and autojumble. Don’t think we
did too well on awards, though! This was due to lack of power in the
case of Hoppy’s Trike and the inability to get rid of power for lack of a
clutch on John Mathews’ Raleigh.

Do you remember this road-going Manx from the last issue? Well, the
owner has requested Richard Chambers to ask around to see if anyone
has a spare ‘35 Inter gearbox case.

October 1983
Most important, we now meet on a trial basis at The Bird in Hand,
Henlow Camp. Just as important it’s 2nd Thursday only. This is because
Reg and Pip at The Crown have retired.
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Wassat?
WILL CURRY
I've been working on the inherited Ariel Arrow on-and-off during
lockdown. Progress has been slow as I've been busy with all sorts of
other jobs in the meantime. The Arrow had been stored since the late
70's and is an interesting mixture of good and 'goodness me!'.

fascinates me is what's behind it. Someone has gone to some trouble to
fit it and I can't help but wonder why. The original parts were readily
available when this cover was fitted so it probably wasn't because that
was all there was. I've managed so far to resist the temptation to resort
to the spanners to find out, speculation being much more fun and avoids
yet another pile of parts I can't refit because there's something important
needs replacing and is currently unavailable.

One part of it has fascinated me since I first saw the bike and it's this
that's the subject of this article. I had Ariel two-strokes when they were
current and I worked on a few engines so I think I know my way round
them. Like any other bike they developed and changed over the years of
production, some 35000 being produced in all. Not a bad run for a
British motorcycle of the time. Being a handbook man I have a number
of copies of the workshop manual for the two-strokes and so I not only
do I have practical experience I have the 'official' version as well.

The cover in question

So, what could it be behind the cover? First observation is that it's
cunningly designed to fill up with rainwater, unlike the original tin
covers. The electrics are six volt - at least, that's what the bulb are. It has
the two wires I'd expect from a set of contact breakers but I can't reach
the coils or see how they're wired or even if there's anything else in there
with them like a control box.
Could it be an early electronic ignition? My Silk has a Lucas Rita system
and there were others like Boyer Bransden available too. It would be a
nice period accessory to find and especially nice if it still works.

The standard, later tin cover

So, what is this part? The two-stroke engine has coil ignition with the
points mounted on the outside of the primary chaincase. The points are
covered by a tin cover which changed a number of times. The points
were mounted at 6 and 12 o'clock so that the action of the varying
primary chain tension didn't affect the points - too much. The setup
included a pair of holes in the flywheel in the chaincase so a timing rod
could be used to set the crankshaft in the correct position for setting the
points.

It could be anything until such time as I take the cover of to find out.
The Ariel owner's version of Shrodinger's cat perhaps.
So, what do you think it is?

The page 3 girl

What's behind the standard cover. Notice the timing rod in the hole at
the top of the points

The tin cover changed a bit over the years to make access easier for the
user and more difficult for the water. The cover on my Arrow looks like
nothing I've ever seen before. While this cover is interesting what really

Anyone, like me, addicted to the television series ‘American Pickers’
should recognise this little girl and the bike her dad built for her.
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MCC Passenger Trial, Hockliffe

The McCandless Autogyro

FROM: ‘THE MOTOR CYCLE’, SEPTEMBER 19TH, 1906

ROBIN BRAITHWAITE
One of the recent newsletters, featuring Rex McCandless, spurred Robin
on to write about this remarkable chap and his foray into aviation;
namely, the McCandless autogyro. Robin is a huge fan (no pun
intended) of the autogyro, owning and flying two versions of the
Campbell Cricket autogyro.
Looking to the future, Robin hopes to bring one of his autogyros to
Shefford for an evening talk on "sky-biking" - yes, please.

The start of the passenger trial, outside the White Horse, Hockliffe

The Motor Cycling Club held its passenger trials on Saturday last at
Hockliffe. The White Horse was headquarters for the day, and the route
chosen was to Ampthill, through Woburn, and back; then to Stony
Stratford and back to Hockliffe – a fifty miles course, which had to be
covered twice. Out of a small entry of seven – which the trials hon. Sec.,
Mr Hooydonk, informs us is due to the multiplicity of trials held this
year and the absence of members from town – five faced the timekeeper,
Mr F T Bidlake, at 11am. They were WH Wells (5hp Vindec with
trailer), EW Goslet (5½hp NSU Tricar), WA Sale (3½hp Quadrant with
trailer), EW Brewerton (10hp Lagonda Tricar) and J Van Hooydonk (67hp Phoenix Quadcar). Four out of the five starters completed the first
fifty miles, Sale having retired at twenty miles, owing to a slipping belt.
After the lunch interval the second fifty was begun at 3pm. All four
competitors passed through Hockliffe on their way to Stony Stratford
fairly close up to one another at 4.10pm. Just after 5.35pm Wells came
back to Hockliffe, followed by the other competitors in the order of
starting, so that four out of five competitors completed the hundred
miles without an unnecessary stop. To decide the winner the survivors
were required to drive a distance of about seven miles, twenty-one
minutes being the time allowed for covering this distance. No watches
or other means of judging speed were allowed.

Richard (Rex) McCandless is perhaps more famously known for his
association with Norton and his creation of the Norton featherbed
motorcycle frame. However, in aviation circles, Rex McCandless also
earned his place in history for his design and development of the
McCandless autogyro.

Richard (Rex) McCandless with his M4 (VW powered) autogyro.

Rex McCandless was a self-taught engineer who learnt to fly at
Newtownards aerodrome, County Down. In 1961, he bought a
proprietary single seat autogyro (possibly a Bensen) to gain experience
before embarking on a new venture – building a machine of his own
design.
The autogyro (also known as a gyroplane, giroplane or gyrocopterTM) is
often (but incorrectly) described as a miniature “helicopter”. Although
an autogyro’s rotor blades might be mechanically driven to initially spin
them up prior to the take-off run, they do not receive any power from
the engine whilst in flight. Rather than using its engine to derive lift
from the rotors (like a helicopter) a gyroplane only uses its engine to
drive the machine forwards through the air. An autogyro is not a
helicopter.
A happy W H (Billy) Wells, and lady passenger, heading for third place

The final resulted in a win for J Van Hooydonk (Phoenix Quadcar), who
was 11⅘ secs. too fast. EW Goslett took second place (1min. 3⅖ secs.
too slow), WH Wells third place (2min. 43⅖ secs. too slow), and EW
Brewerton fourth place (2min. 43⅗ secs. too slow).

Gyroplanes fly using the principle of autorotation; to put it simply,
autogyro rotors effectively “windmill” in flight with airflow being
forced through the underside of the rotor disc due to the forward
movement of the aircraft. The forced airflow causes the rotor disc to
behave in a similar way to wind turbine blades on a windy day: the rotor
disc is powered purely through fluid (aero) dynamics and the spinning
PAGE 4
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rotors produce lift. This is achieved without the disadvantages of
energy-consuming torque reaction. Torque reaction is the force that can
be described using Newton’s third law of motion – for every action,
there is an equal and opposite reaction. Importantly, without the
negative effects of torque reaction, a gyroplane can be a much simpler
and lower powered flying machine which has no need for a complicated
anti-torque device (tail rotor or similar) fitted at the end of a long tailboom.

BEDS VMCC
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input/output change in drive direction to facilitate mounting of the
horizontal propeller. Drawing on his experience with motorcycle frame
design, McCandless constructed the M2 fuselage from welded tubular
mild steel. It was so designed that, in the event of a mishap, the frame
could absorb the impact and progressively collapse around the pilot.
Modern automotive technology might describe this as a crumple zone!
Unfortunately, production of the M2 was severely hampered due to the
inability to get satisfactory gears cut in small quantities for the gearbox.
This ultimately led to the abandonment of motorcycle engines in favour
of the more powerful VW air-cooled flat four.
With simplicity and ease of manufacture in mind, McCandless went
back to basics by using a simple belt-drive reduction system. However,
this time he used a wide flat toothed belt, instead of the original V-belt
gang used on the less powerful M1. As a method of driving large
diameter propellers, the wide toothed belt idea has been used by other
small aircraft manufacturers the world over and is still used today on
several aviation engine installations (Hirth and Subaru immediately
spring to mind).

Rex McCandless, and his brother, Cromie, created McCandless
Aviation Ltd with the intention of designing, building and marketing
their gyroplane. By accident or design, the new company happened to
be trading at a time when the autogyro received an unusual promotion
through the James Bond movie “You Only Live Twice”. This movie
featured James Bond’s daring exploits, flying the diminutive (but
decidedly venomous) “Little Nellie”. Little Nellie was designed and
built by the late (and great) Wing Commander Ken Wallis, who was
also Sean Connery’s pilot double in the movie. The movie showed
exciting scenes which stirred new interest in these remarkable machines.
Hindsight is a wonderful thing and I do wonder if McCandless Aviation
ever thought to ride on the crest of the Nellie wave, which could have
given them exemplar status in the emerging gyroplane movement.
Their first prototype machine, the McCandless M1, was a powered by a
650cc Triumph engine, employing a simple multi-V-belt reduction
system to enable a large diameter and coarse pitched propeller to be
driven at around half crankshaft speed. The machine made its first flight
in 1961 but it was underpowered. Nevertheless, it was test-flown for
about a year and, if nothing else, it demonstrated that the landing gear
geometry was unsatisfactory, a powered rotor spin-up system was
essential (to shorten the take-off run) and the vibration from the 650
Triumph engine was enough to make your fillings fall out! The M1 was
an important developmental step, and much was learned from its
shortcomings.

The second machine was the M2. It was (appropriately) powered by a
Norton engine. The power installation was complicated, employing a
gearbox reduction system and vertical drive shaft, taking power from
the low-mounted engine. An example can be seen on display in the
Ulster Folk and Transport Museum.
The gearbox necessitated bevelled gears to facilitate a ninety-degree

The M3 saw the introduction of a VW Beetle engine, and the final
development in the McCandless gyroplane series created the M4. With
the options of the 1600cc or the more powerful 1800cc engine
installation, the M4 had a maximum take-off weight of 295kg. Using
the 1800cc 75hp engine, it could climb at more than 1000’ per minute.
The M4 had a maximum speed of 80mph and a range of 140 miles on
automotive petrol that could be purchased from any garage forecourt.
On a small open trailer, the machine was road transportable and the
whole package, with rotors removed, could easily fit into a small garage
or garden shed. I believe that the McCandless autogyro was a genuine
attempt at creating affordable aviation for the masses. That said, the
projected price in 1966 was £1,000 per unit, which equates to almost
£16,000 in 2021. Aviation has never been cheap!

In July 1969 McCandless rubbed shoulders with royalty; in the grounds
of Government House, Belfast, Rex McCandless demonstrated the M4
to Prince Philip. Unfortunately, the weather was awful and with pouring
rain, the best McCandless could do was taxy the machine around the
field. By this, I’m suggesting that he was also a very wise and restrained
chap: despite the conditions, us mere mortals might have risked all,
grown horns, and been suckered into the air in the hope of impressing
the high-profile observer!
PAGE 5
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In 1969, the W. H. Ekin (Engineering) Company Ltd was formed at
Crumlin, Co. Antrim, Northern Ireland, to undertake production of six
licence-built McCandless gyroplanes.The first Ekin M4 flew in
February 1972. However, the M4 then underwent some modifications
by Ekin and was rebranded as the Ekin WHE Airbuggy. The Airbuggy
prototype first flew on 1st February 1973 with the first production
aircraft being delivered in December 1975. Ten WHE Airbuggies
appear on the British civil aircraft (G) register. None are recorded as
airworthy today.

at Bonham’s, in 1995, and again in 2005 but somehow the frame failure
confined it to a shed, all covered in a thick preservative, as I found it,
but I still thought it was lovely, and certainly different.

Rex McCandless passed away in 1992 at the age of 77. He will not be
forgotten: his inventions and innovations continue to influence the
world of mechanics and I don’t doubt that, in years to come, one of his
gyroplanes will be discovered in a barn somewhere, just waiting to be
resurrected back to an airworthy condition.

The Wanderer, as bought

After contacting a “Wanderer expert” in Germany, I agreed to meet him,
with the bike, at The Pioneer Run finish, in Brighton, where he
confirmed the date, but warned me the chances of bringing it back to
standard were very slim, due to lack of parts available, even as patterns,
and therefore, no Pioneer Certificate, so I decided I would leave as-is,
for now, and ready it for the 2016 Banbury, and do more research.
[Photo by Mal McCann, The Irish News. October 2018.]
Race ace Jeremy McWilliams (appropriately with a Norton) unveiled
the Ulster History Circle blue plaque to celebrate the person and the
place – Rex McCandless at the McCandless engineering works on
Belfast's Limestone Road.

I love to go A-Wandering…

So, now the serious work, in the garage, repair the frame first, so it will
stand up. The rear pivoted fork had been welded (badly), to be straight,
where the kinks for the belt would have run, jigs were made, new tube
run, along with inserts and reinforcers, ready to take to a specialist
welder-cum-magician, meanwhile, let’s look at the rest. Engine almost
impossible to turn over, due to gearbox ratio gearing, sparks don’t line
up to pistons, work to be done. Remove old gearbox clutch unit, with a
view to replace it, check out the mag, reveals it was a 180deg Eastern
Block unit, (maybe Ural?) no good for a 42deg v-twin.

GORDON HALLETT
[Gordon responds to Don’s suggestion of relating the tale of his unusual
Wanderer pictured in Issue 29]
November ‘14, cold and dark evening, getting bored, browsing E-Bay,
looking for a “different bike project”. I’ve been biking on-and-off for
50 years, so when I see a make I don’t recognise, I click on it.
“1920 WANDERER 3PS”, 420cc v-twin, wow, that is different, so I
read on. “Modified with 3-speed gearbox, and hub brakes. Broken rear
frame, for spares or repair”. As a maintenance man all my life, I am used
to fixing broken things.
Time to Google it, with a print of the photo, I find similar, but 1912,
1913, not into the ‘20’s. Delve further, find references to what appear to
be the same bike, sold by Bonhams, in 1995, and again in 2005, as well
as a mention in a “Millers Guide”. It is the same bike, so I contact the
seller.

When removing timing cover, ALL the gears fall out, but no timing
marks, as some clever guy had done a great conversion from auto inlet
valve to mechanical, so it was now, in effect IOE. So, while the hunt for
parts continues, I make a clear plastic “timing cover”, with supports for
all the gears. Now I can see what I am doing, as well as a “comb” to
insert before I pull the cover right off.
The frame section done, coat of paint, I now have a rolling chassis.
I find a mag from a pre-war Douglas, correct height, and send it for recon and cam-ring manufacture, meanwhile, sorting out the valve timing,
two-lobe cams have replaced the original exhaust cams, which now
shows no sign of overlap, as both valves were shut at the non-sparking
TDC, so I timed it as best I could, with no valve overlap.

There is a VMCC dating letter for 1920, but the owner believes it to be
earlier, only the mods pointed to the date being later, and yes, the frame
has a broken rear section; and no, it has never run in the 10 years of his
ownership, or the last owner’s 10 years, now there is a project!
Loads more research, waiting for the auction to end, confirms 1913,
from the frame and engine layout, which shows the front and rear
suspension, yes, in 1913!
Not much last-minute bidding activity, so my maximum bid wins it.
Collection arranged for the following day, when I got a bit more history.
It spent some time in Russia, then was modified, in the UK, as seen,
sometime in the 1950’s, with a view “to make it more friendly”, a
cosmetic restoration in the 80’s, then it “disappeared”, and re-emerged

Beautifully-made double cam …
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now, oil cables, and set up the controls to suit me.
Final instructions arrive, nice low start number – four weeks to go.
I decide to travel to Gaydon on the Saturday, be fresh for the ride. A test
start Saturday evening shows all is well. Fill petrol and oil, spare of both
in the basket. Roll on ten-past-ten and let’s do it!
Bike has a lot of interest at the paddock, and it starts when it’s asked to,
so off I go.
Thirty miles in front of me, bike bending at most corners, and every pothole, still, I said I would get it running, I had my doubters, I proved I
could do it, all I have to do now is finish.

… and follower

An early Burman box and clutch were found at Stafford in October ‘15,
and new friction plates sourced, now I could manufacture mountings for
it, as the original was mounted on the pivoted rear fork! Turning it 90deg
to fit it in, and machine the engine sprocket from the boss, plant another
one on, to match the clutch basket. Cut kick start lever, and weld at
90deg to match gearbox, new change lever and linkage made to match.
Fork linkages were re-bushed, and packers put under the springs to
make the front end fit for the road, improve both brake anchors (drum),
and generatively check over the rest, whilst awaiting the magneto.
Feb ‘16, Entry form sent, four months to go, the mag arrives, getting
excited now, time it at TDC retarded, will it start? Well, if fires, that’s
all, set up a pair of rollers from the car. With my brother in the car, me
astride, rear wheel spinning, drop the clutch, play the throttle, fires, then
starts and runs, but roughly, and soon, glowing pipes! Re-time valves,
check mag timing, but now it’s hard to turn over, barrels off, revealing
scores up the alloy pistons, the originals would have been cast iron,
same as the barrels. Back to the drawing board.

Ambient temperature climbing, hope it don’t get too warm, 12 miles out
I can feel it nipping, stop for 10 mins, add a bit more oil to BOTH tanks,
then carry on, but it happens again, so another break. This happened
another couple of times, longer stop required. I must be running it in,
(sic), as it gets better for the last 10 miles.
Gaydon in sight now, how good it looks, over the line,145mins, thank
***** for that. Park it up, on its marker, go and have a cup of tea, lunch,
then a kip.
Just after three o’clock, time to load-up, so I walk back to the paddock,
but what’s this, a “winner” rosette on the bike, I discover I have just
won the Sheldon Trophy, for the “most technically interesting
machine”. Well ain’t this the icing on the cake, to say I am ecstatic is an
understatement, 18 months effort, the overcoming of all those obstacles,
all those hours, now it all seems worthwhile. Prize giving is at four,
where I collect a huge silver cup and a glass replica to keep. So, I travel
home with a grin as wide as my motorhome.

Checking the pistons there’s not much clearance BUT they’re round!
Not good, probably been turned down to match the bore. Ah-well, I’ll
have to turn them, can’t make them much worse. More clearance, more
oil, (and some in the fuel,) that’s the theory.
Work complete. Starts on the kick start, that’s better, still a bit hot, but
running better, shall I ride it? Yes, but it nips up after about 15mins, so
pistons out, and try to fettle them a bit oval, by hand. Try again, better,
but tight when warm, pistons out again, re-fettle.

"grin as wide as my motorhome"

STOP PRESS
Since that run, I have sourced some oriental pistons, bushed the smallends to match, and fitted them with great results; if the engine was bored
in the ‘50’s, the piston choice was probably small. So, I have got the
Japs to thank.

Pre-Banbury, ready to go

Now early May, and I think it’s about there, it now needs a decent run.
Ten miles and I think I’ve done a hundred, I know it’s got a pivoted rear
fork, but it feels like a hinge, leading-link forks top when braking, so I
remove the packers from the forks, but there’s nowt I can do about the
rear end. One more run, fork now OK, run ten miles, so then I decide to
wrap it up, well, I don’t want to wear it out, do I? Just checking it over

HOLD THE FRONT PAGE…
The gearbox that was fitted, turned out to be from a pre-war Indian
Scout, and the sale price for that, paid for the mag work, AND the new
gearbox. That’s the closest I have ever been to a self-financing project.
The ride experience was on a minus scale, so when I was offered a
straight swap for a 1952 Nimbus, I jumped at it. What a contrast and,
five years later, I look back on the Wanderer project with pride.
It was on eBay (again) last year, in Norway!
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SEEN IN THE PAPERS
FENNY STRATFORD PETTY SESSIONS.
TO THE DANGER OF THE PUBLIC. Jack Barker, Corporal, Royal
Engineers, Fenny Stratford, summoned for riding a motor cycle on May
26th in High Street at a pace dangerous to the public. Defendant pleaded
not guilty. Supt. Pearce said that on May 25th he was coming down
Aylesbury Street on his own motor bicycle with side car attached. As he
approached the junction with High Street, at the well-known dangerous
Church corner, defendant was coming up High Street at a very
dangerous speed, probably 20 miles an hour. To avoid a collision he
turned sharply down Sympson Road. On witness speaking to him the
excuse he made was that the lower gears of his machine were broken
and he had to ride on the fast gear. Special Constable Garrett, (Bow
Brickhill) who was on duty at Church corner corroborated this evidence.
Defendant said the low speed gears of his bicycle were broken, and he
had no brake, that being also broken. Had he had a brake he could have
stopped easily; as it was he turned down Sympson Road. Fined 10s.
including costs.

BEDS VMCC
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club members and since we were all in our late twenties-early thirties.
our social lives and motorbike club lives were all the same thing. It was
a super time to remember and started after I had completed my first
rebuild being a 1961 Velocette Viper. The rebuilt bike was of great
interest to many because in those days nearly ALL Velocettes were well
used, daily transport and a shiny one was an exception.

[North Bucks Times and County Observer - Tuesday 08 June 1915]

Velo Norm
NORM LORTON
I did enjoy seeing the piece from Gerry Gibbins in the last issue. It
showed me in the middle of a cartoon image with my good friend, Nev
Miller at the centre. This was all back in the mid-1970s and I am still in
touch with Nev as he often stays with us as a part of his annual visit to
the UK from his home from many years in Canada. He still sometimes
has me chasing for UK Velo second-hand parts.
So, was Norm a Velo Man? Well, confession time, I was very involved
in the Essex VOC during the 1970s. The extract featured from the VOC
website was from our local club magazine called ‘Thump’. Produced by
Alan Morris for a few years it has been mentioned in ‘Fishtail’ a few
times and, allegedly, some seniors in the VOC at the time were annoyed
at how successful it was, when they wanted content in Fishtail.

Several of us used to take part in the Annual ACU 600-mile National
Rally and would complete the 700-800 mile, 30 hour, weekend outings
as a team of four Velos, being never more than 50 yards apart on the
road. This was all with 6v Miller headlamps (no sissy 12v business in
those days!) Once were chased down country lanes by a team of new
Honda 750 Fours and, when we stopped at the next checkpoint, they
admitted that they could not catch us.

I drew a number of the cartoons that appeared in ‘Thump’ and Nev and
I shared a house in Billericay. That house became a bit of a centre for
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Half a Million Miles on
Triumphs (and quite a few on
other makes)
BRYAN MARSH

PART 1: EARLY DAYS – MERIDEN & NEWTON
ABBOT TRIUMPHS
I like Triumphs, always have - well, ever since I got my first one back
in 1976, that is. And, since then, I’ve always had a least one of them –
even if, at times, it was just the one, tucked away in a garage or shed
somewhere whilst I rode machines originating from foreign lands such
as a Yamaha (XJ650RJ) in 1984-86, when I lived in Canada. Two
BMWs (shame on me) - one (K100RS) after the other (R100T) during
the late 80s when Meriden had disappeared, and the new Hinckley
factory was yet to open its gates. And, for my sins, a rotary-engined
Norton Commander in the early 90s. But I’m getting ahead of myself.
Back in the gloriously hot summer of 1976, I was a poor excuse for a
building labourer whilst back home in Cornwall between the 1st and 2nd
years of my Civil Engineering degree at the University of Surrey. I’d
passed my motorcycle test and outgrown my little Honda CB175K6.

19-year old me, in 1976, heading off back to University on the T100S

The M5 hadn’t got as far as Exeter in those days, so I was heading up
the A30 just beyond Honiton when I got stopped by the police – no idea
why, I certainly wasn’t speeding. There was the usual “Is this your bike,
Sonny?”, “Yes, sir” as he looked it over and, yes, you’ve guessed it, he
spotted the expired tax disc. “It’s in the post”, I lied, which resulted in
my being given a “producer” – I can’t remember how many days that
gave me to present my documents at a convenient police station. We
didn’t have a phone at home, so I had to write to my Mum and get her
to send me the various bits of paper you had to put in with your tax
application form in those days. Being terribly efficient, as Mum’s are,
they came right back, and I immediately sent off for the tax disc. Just
before the time on the “producer” was up, the new disc arrived, and I
nonchalantly strolled into the Guildford Police Station. “That’s all in
order, sir, what did they stop you for?”, the nice policeman casually
enquired. “No idea”, I replied, “they must have been having a bad day.”
I took the Tiger 100 with me on my “Industrial Training Year”, working
for British Rail Research in Derby where I rode it to work every day,
and had a great time at weekends exploring the Peak District with some
like-minded chaps and girls I had teamed up with. Maintenance tended
to get overlooked in favour of more exciting activities, and I remember
going down one rather steep hill, with a lovely young lady on the back,
brakes full on and still doing a considerable speed, praying that nothing
got in the way because there was no way on Earth we could have come
to a halt until we reached level ground.

17-year old me, in 1974, with the Honda CB 175 K6

I needed something a bit bigger and, most definitely, British. My cousin
had a friend with a bike shop in London, so I asked if he could get me a
350 or 500 BSA or Triumph – not realising at the time that that could
have condemned me to riding a B40, Heavens forbid. Luckily, he found
a 1969 Triumph T100S “Tiger 100” for £270, fitted a new bearing in
the gearbox and brought it all the way down to his parents’ farm in
Holsworthy, Devon. It was mine for £285 or, if I didn’t like it, he would
have happily carted it all the way back to London. I snapped it up and it
proved to be a good buy because I still have it, almost 45 years later,
with no plans of ever getting rid of it.
At the end of that summer I took the train back to Guildford where I was
now living in digs on the other side of the city from the University.
Nevertheless, it wasn’t too many weeks before I was yearning for my
bike, “Terence Trevalyon Triumph” as I’d christened it; so, off back
down to Cornwall to fetch it. I hadn’t expected I was going to be doing
this, so I hadn’t actually renewed the tax on it; not to worry, I’ll do it
when I get back to Guildford. Summer was now a distant memory and
the colder, wetter weather of Autumn had set it. I’d never done a long
(210 miles) run on a bike before, let alone in cool Autumn temperatures
so I piled on as many layers as would fit beneath my cheap, imitation
Belstaff suit, and clipped a full-face extension to my Stadium Project 8
helmet. With a couple of cheap plastic pannier bags from Exchange &
Mart bungeed on the sides, and a suitcase on the Craven rack, I set off.

At the end of my final year at University I took up a research post there,
employed by Dow-Mac, the concrete railway sleeper people, and started
earning money. Time for an upgrade I thought, so off I went to see the
Bank Manager for a loan. “What’s the loan for?” he asked, quite
reasonably. “A motorcycle”, I replied. “But you already have a
motorcycle”, he rebutted. “I like motorcycles”, says I innocently; “OK,
then” and he lent me the money to buy my first 1978, Tawny Brown &
Gold, T140V Triumph Bonneville, then just over a year old (the colour
scheme Steve Wilson described as “execrable” – I had to look that up in
the dictionary, but it’s not polite). I loved it and rode it to and from
Cornwall many times. I remember once shutting off the throttle as I
approached a roundabout, whilst heading down the A303, when nothing
by way of slowing down happened. The choke slides in the twin Amal
Concentrics had vibrated down and the engine just kept revving – after
that I took the slides out, it didn’t need them, even for cold-starting.

1978 T140V, resplendent in Tawny Brown & Gold
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One night after a disco (hey, I was young then) at the University I went
back to the bike park to pick up the Bonnie to head back to my digs up
the A3 at Sendmarsh, only to find it gone (the bike, not the village).
Someone had nicked it. Luckily, I’d kept the Tiger 100 so that was
pressed back into service whilst I waited for the insurance to pay out.
Before the requisite six weeks, required by the insurance company to
accept it was actually missing, were up, the police came and told me
they’d found my bike on Dartmoor, of all places, and I should collect it
from Exeter Police Station. “Is it rideable”, I asked on the phone to
Exeter, “No idea”, they said, “but it’s outside here in the yard”. I didn’t
really have any option but to grab my riding gear and catch a train to get
down there and fetch it. Thankfully, the bike hadn’t been wrecked but
whoever had taken it had removed the baffles from the Dunstall Decibel
silencers I’d fitted when the origin “cigar” silencers had rusted through.
I didn’t hang around after I’d started it up in the police station yard, with
the rather loud bark of the unsilenced exhaust bouncing off the walls of
the small confined area. I had to ride it like that up to my parents in
Cornwall then all the way back to Surrey where, fortunately, I’d already
bought a pair of replacement silencers. A pity we didn’t use ear plugs
on bikes in those days.
Fast-forward a little to the early 1980s when I’d moved up to do a
postgraduate degree at, what was then, Hatfield Poly – now the poshly
titled “University of Hertfordshire” - and I was commuting daily from
Luton to Hatfield on the Bonnie. I can’t remember why but I soon traded
it for another, identical (even had the same FS number ignition key),
1978 Tawny Brown & Gold T140V (BUR 446T) at BW Motorcycles in
Houghton Regis. By the time that one got to about 40,000 miles on the
clock, it was smoking more than a detective in a 1970s television crime
drama. It’s final ride, on the M1 from Junction 10 to 11, just about
blacked out the whole motorway. At BW’s I traded it against my first
brand-new bike – a TR65 650 Triumph Thunderbird (EKX 862Y) – that
they had in stock and which I was later told that Brian White (BW) had
probably never paid Meriden for in their dying days. That would have
been the 1st August 1982, to get the new “Y” reg. It had the best petrol
tank colour scheme I’ve ever seen – described as “smoky cherry” it
gradually changed from bright red at the front to black at the back.

frame flaked off as the metal beneath it started to rust, and the Radaelli
chrome rims had corroded, even before they saw their first winter. The
list goes on, but once the fear-inducing Dunlop Gold Seal front tyre had
been replaced (I sold it for two pints to a chap in the Ariel Club in the
Silver Cup in Harpenden), the handling improved dramatically and it
became a joy to ride. I had to say goodbye to it in 1984 when I moved
to Canada for a couple of years.
Returning to England in 1986 I bought a brand-new “Harris” TR7 Tiger
from Chris Buckle at Roebuck Motorcycles in Pinner. Chris, I believe,
had the TR7 version built exclusively for his shop – simply a single carb
version of the Newton Abbot built T140 Bonneville. It seems the legacy
of the last days of Meriden lived on in this new bike when it came to
poor quality components and low build-quality. Problem after problem
(big-ends, rebore, wheel rims, fork seals, rear shocks, even a fractured
exhaust downpipe – the list was almost endless) but I persevered as I’d
now finally learnt to drive and had a car that I could use when the bike
was off-the-road. I eventually gave up on it when the float needle fell
apart in the carb; a minor, easily rectified fault but it constituted the
proverbial last straw on this particular camel’s back. That would have
been 1987 and, apart from my original Tiger 100 languishing in a coal
shed, that would be the last Triumph I owned until 1994.

My 1986 Tiger 750, built (badly) in Newton Abbott by Les Harris

Part 2 – ‘The gap years’ will appear in the next issue.

Quiz Night – provisional results
WILL CURRY
Thanks to all who took part. These are the provisional scores. There
were a number of entries where there was no attempt to answer any
questions and these I've left out of the list. If you entered and your entry
isn't here please let me know.
The full set of results and the answers will be made available on the
website on March 25th after 8:30 pm.

Taking my cousin for a ride on the TR65 Thunderbird 650

I had collected it first thing in the morning and I proudly rode it into the
Polytechnic and parked it outside our lab. “Your bike’s leaking oil”
proclaimed a colleague, “Ha ha, very funny” I retorted. “no, seriously,
it is” he insisted. And he was right, there was a disturbingly large pool
of fresh oil under the engine. Back to Houghton Regis at lunchtime
where they found the sump plate had been fitted without gaskets!
Now highly acclaimed, the short-stroke 650cc TR65 suffered badly
from cost-cutting as Meriden struggled to survive. The black chrome,
two-into-one exhaust, with a single cigar silencer, was a disaster and I
quickly swapped it for a conventional chrome, twin downpipe system
with short reverse-cone megaphones. To call it loud would be an
understatement, I had to push it down the road some distance before
starting it when sneaking away from the girlfriend’s parents’ house in
Harpenden in the early hours of the morning. The plastic-coating on the

Entry Date

Start time

End time

Score

1034

2021-03-11

20:23:41

20:53:28

27

1035

2021-03-11

20:23:54

20:56:23

26

1043

2021-03-11

20:59:22

21:24:53

26

1041

2021-03-11

20:35:16

21:02:09

23

1037

2021-03-11

20:29:31

20:56:28

22

1062

2021-03-12

16:39:14

17:05:00

22

1044

2021-03-11

20:59:43

21:26:12

20

1038

2021-03-11

20:30:26

21:00:25

19

1040

2021-03-11

20:30:46

20:57:14

18

1067

2021-03-15

11:18:42

11:44:35

11
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